
 

 Jim Van Der Keyl  
Animation Director at Singing Frog Studio  
jvanderkeyl@gmail.com    438 406 1156   

Summary  
Specialties: Character animation- feature quality 
 
Show reel links: 
https://vimeo.com/292642867  https://vimeo.com/72216447 https://vimeo.com/85211232  

Experience  
Animation Director/ Supervisor at Singing Frog Studio , Montreal 

  June 2016 -Present (8 months) TV animation and feature animation    
  I am responsible for quality of animation for the studio projects. Helping build the studio into a viable 

first class Feature animation resource for worldwide animation projects. )  Responsible for quality of 
animation, mentoring junior animators, shot bids, scheduling, hiring and qualifying animators, 
animating shots and keeping moral.  

Show: Racetime! ( La Course des Tuques 
TV:  Snowsnaps  
 
  Instuctor at iAnimate.net  

September 2010 -Present (6 years 5 months)  
Teach various level workshops for iAnimate.net  

Private Instructor  VDK Animation.com 

Lead Animator at Framestore  
April 2015 -June 2016 (1 year 3 months)  

Show:  Beauty and the Beast    -release date March 2017 

Animation Director at Singing Frog Studio  
  March 2014 -March 2015 (1 year 1 month) Directing animation for a small feature film, La Guerre 

des Tuques. I worked closely with the director and the rigging pipeline. Preparation for animation 
production, oversee quality of animation and ensuring the vision of the director. Responsible for 
interviewing and hiring the animation team for La Guerre des Tuques. Having mostly junior 
animators to choose from I had to pick the team that I felt had the most potential that I could turn into 

https://vimeo.com/292642867
https://vimeo.com/72216447
https://vimeo.com/85211232


feature animators. .  I was responsible for working with the riggers to get the most out of the rigs for 
animation production. I worked with management to satisfy the needs of staying on schedule while 
maintaining quality of animation. Setting up an extensive wiki page for anything animation so that 
the new hires have a road map of the production pipeline and access to the volume of information 
needed to produce the quality of animation needed for production.  

Sr Animator at Blue Sky Studios  
September 2013 -November 2013 (3 months)  

Produce feature quality animation.  Show --Rio 2 

Freelance Animator at Reel FX  
December 2012 -April 2013 (5 months)  

Senior animator   Freebirds 

Senior Animator at Catmandu  
September 2011 -November 2012 (1 year 3 months) Senior animator for production called Metegol 
with director Juan Campanella  
Senior Animator at Dreamworks Animation  

  October 2004 -2011 (7 years) Shark Tale, Over the Hedge, Flushed Away, Kung Fu Panda, Monster 
vs Aliens oKung Fu Panda TWO kaboom of doom, PussnBoots,  

Animator in Animation Industry  
1989 -2011 (22 years)  

Senior Animator at Sony Pictures Imageworks  
  March 2001 -October 2004 (3 years 8 months) Animator for Several feature films.. Harry Potter (the 

troll, quiddage scenes), Stuart Little 2 (character animation ) , Haunted Mansion (effects animation) 
Early Bloomer (short), Chubb Chubbs (short) ..  

Layout artist at film roman  
1999 -1999 (less than a year)  

 
Animator at Warner Brothers Feature Animation  

  1995 -1999 (4 years) 2nd film I worked on as an Animator.. Had the privilege of animating for Brad 
Bird on the Iron Giant.. Brad took a chance on his new animators that didnt have a great deal of 
experience but had the potential.. I was nomination for an Annie Award for my work in Iron Giant 
due in large part because of the great scenes Brad entrusted in me.  



Key Clean up Artist at Rich Animation  
  1992 -1994 (2 years) Responsible for a team of junior cleanup artists.. Making sure that their work 

was polished and ready to hit the big screen.. Volumes. line quality, spacing and timing.  
 
  CleanUp Animator at Rich Animation Studios  
  1992 -1994 (2 years) Responsible for a team of clean up artists for the final line of animation. Quality 

control and production deadlines.  

inbetweener at Walt Disney Animation Studios  
1988 -1989 (1 year)  

Caricature Artist at Harvin Artists  
1984 -1988 (4 years)  

Publications  
A Caricaturist's Handbook  
Publisher : Self  How to Draw Caricatures 
Video series  :  How to draw caricatures   
 
Education  
Boston University  
BFA, Painting, 1973 - 1978  
Boston University  
BFA, Painting  

Interests  
Weights, Tennis, Ice Hockey, Museums, Painting, caricaturing..traveling Hiking ,Teaching  

Owner at Jvdk productions  
  1991 present   I own and operate  Jim vanderKeyl  Productions  offering  educational videos and 

books about caricatures and caricature services for parties and conventions. In addition I offer 
services in teaching Animation, caricature and figure drawing.  

 

Languages  
English smattering of French smattering of Spanish  



 
 
 

Jim Van Der Keyl  
 

23 people have recommended Jim  
 
 
 

"Jim is a great instructor.I have had him as an instructor 2 classes.He is cared about the progress 
of his students work.His lectures and feedback really helped me to finally understand all 
principles.He gave me the confidence that I needed in order to move forward."  

— Sergey Kozin, reported to Jim at iAnimate.net  

"Jim is a great insrtructor for a variety of reason.I was in his class at Ws2 and Ws3. I enjoyed his 
class a lot.He continually encouraged his students to think creatively and push themselves out of the 
box.And he always gave constructive criticism. I really appreciate his teachings."  

— Venera Kozina, worked directly with Jim at iAnimate.net "Jim is a gem! Okay, I know it’s kinda 

cheesy to start a recommendation with a really bad pun, but Jim Van Der Keyl is a gem and he 
should be part of your team. We’ve worked together for a year now on our company’s animated 

feature film; Jim has been Animation Director. What makes Jim standout is his understanding of the 
characters’ motivations and how they would react in any situation. Like a good actor in live action, 
he discovers undercurrents in the characters that surprise all of us (even as producer/writer, he’s 

found attitudes and behavior I didn’t know where within the characters!) He clearly knows how to 
draw the best from his team, how to share with them both his experience and his discoveries, and 
how to work together to overcome obstacles. Even when faced with limited means, he knows how to 
marshal the resources available and focus them on the essential needs of the film. I would want Jim 
on any project I undertake in the future. There are few people I can ever recommend unequivocally – 
Jim is one of them. "  

— Paul Risacher, Co Owner, Singing Frog Studio, managed Jim indirectly at Singing Frog Studio  
 

"Jim was our Director of animation on the feature film « La Guerre des Tuques » (« Snowtime ») 
which I codirected with François Brisson. Let it first be known that it is entirely against my will 
that I am writing this recommendation. I would honestly have preferred to keep his immense talent 
a well kept secret and for our sole benefit. Unfortunately, some remaining trace of ethics forces me 
otherwise. Jim is simply amazing. He has an instinct for good story telling, has inspired his team to 
consistently raise the quality of the animation while understanding the directors’ vision to a point 



where we sometimes felt that he was reading our minds.  
He also handled brilliantly the pressure of a very tight budget and was at all times a real treat to 
work with. So, if you ever have a chance to work with him, just keep it to yourself! "  

 
— Jean-François Pouliot, Réalisateur, Carpe Diem pour "Guerre des tuques", managed Jim at 
Singing Frog Studio  

"Jim has been a real mentor to me. Working with him on "La Guerre des Tuques" has been a 
fantastic and unforgettable experience. Patient, positive and generous with his time, a keen eye for 
details and always the right input to help improve my shots, he not only helped me grow as an 
animator but he also made me fall in love with the medium of animation all over again... "  

— Louis-Guy Dumais, 3D Character Animator, Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing 
Frog Studio  

"I had a Great time working on Jim's animation team! Jim does his job perfectly and everyone enjoy 
being around him. I would be happy to work with him again on future projects!" — David Marquis, 
Character Animator, Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio 

 "Working with Jim on « La Guerre des tuques 3D » was a real pleasure. Jim’s great experience 

shows in his animations as much as in his attitude. Jim has all the qualities we are looking for in a 
supervisor because he understands the needs of the producers, director and animators and he does 
everything in his power to satisfy all of those (often opposed) needs. As a coordinator, working with 
Jim was easy and pleasant because Jim is seeking efficiency and has a positive attitude. Team 
worker, Jim is able to trust, delegate and adapt to reach the highest results with minimum (or no) 
wast of time. Jim shows a great deal of diplomacy and solving problems with him is easy because he 
focuses on solutions. Being highly tuned, Jim grasped the vision of the director and was able to 
communicate it clearly to the team. This definitely set solid bases in our department and facilitated 
the approval process for the artists. Jim encircled both the strengths and motivations of his artists and 
took it into account when assigning shots to be fair, to maintain motivation and to allow the animator 
to evolve in their art. If you wish to get the best out of your team and have your animation 
department rolling smoothly and effectively, hire Jim Van Der Keyl. " — Marie-Ève Baron, 
Coordonatrice de production (Layout & Animation), Singing Frog Studio, worked directly with Jim 
at Singing Frog Studio  

"I had the chance to work with Jim on La guerre des tuques. As the animation director, he made the 
whole team profit from his great animation experience, starting with his drawing skills that were 



more than useful, especially when creating facial shapes in pre-prod. His timing and posing 
suggestions can turn an average shot into some nice and enticing animation piece. But what I 
especially appreciated from Jim was his opening to other's opinion. I felt that teamwork was for him 
a value and priority. Working with Jim made the whole process of creating animation constructive 
and exciting. I just hope Montréal's winter wasn't too hard on him so he stays in town. And we can 
work together again!" — Pascal Grenier, Chef animateur, Singing Frog, reported to Jim at Singing 
Frog Studio 
 
 " Jim has easily been the most influential person I have worked with at Singing Frog. He has an 
outstanding eye for animation. Quickly knowing what to change to make a shot better is not an easy 
task, but Jim seems to do this effortlessly. I know that if we didn't have Jim, the quality on this movie 
would not be as good as it is. Jim is super friendly and very approachable to ask any questions. He 
always seems to be smiling. Working with him again in the future would be a definite Plus+ Jason 
Woodroff" — Jason Woodroff, CG Animator, Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog 
Studio  
 
"As a junior animator, I had the pleasure to work under Jim's supervision. It was my first job in the 
industry and I was kind of scared. But Jim made me feel comfortable with my work almost 
instantaneously. He has that charisma that appease you right away, he always find the right words to 
talk. His feedback is always helping, he has a really good eye and is able to see the big picture."  
— Grégory Josserand, Character Animator, Singing Frog, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio  

"I had a chance to work with Jim on 'La Guerre des tuques 3D' for a short period of time and it was 
such a pleasure working with him. He is an amazing animator and an animation director. He was 
very easy to work with, very friendly, incredibly helpful and always had great feedback for our shots. 
I think he would be a very valuable member to any production team." — Susan Dehdari, Animator, 
Singing Frog Studio, worked directly with Jim at Singing Frog Studio  

 

 

 

"Jim is a guy who is close to his team and easy to work with. As a supervisor he gets things done and 
always makes sure the animators have all the tools they need to work efficiently. Gives great quick 
feedback that puts us on the right track without being overbearing. Hire this guy if you want your 
animation team to be productive while staying relaxed and creative." — Martin Ferland, 3D 



Animator, Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio 

 "The first time I met Jim, I felt almost intimidated. He has that charisma and credibility that make 
you doubt for a moment if you even know how to animate compared to him. Then, when I started to 
work with him, I realized that there was no reason to stress for, that he is a cool man to work with, 
but most importantly, I realized what a good animation director was. Jim is always taking the best 
decisions for the team and the needs of the movie, and always taking the best decisions for 
individuals and the needs of our demo reels, keeping the passion and interest alive for the project. In 
other words, he know exactly what to do to stay in the storyline, without sacrificing any of our 
creativity. To work under Jim's supervision has been an honor." — Francis St-Cyr, 3d Animator, 
Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio 

 "I feel very lucky having Jim Van Der Keyl as my animation director on our project "La guerre des 
tuques 3D". I can't say how much his experience brought to the whole movie! Beyond his amazing 
animation skills, Jim has a very clever sense of story telling and knows exactly what can be tweaked 
in an animation to support the story, wich is incredibly useful for us to know. Whenever i had a 
question or needed an advice, Jim was there to help! He has a great and relaxing personality and that 
is very appreciated. It would be a pleasure to work with him again anytime."— David Grondin, 3D 
Animator, Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio  

"It’s a great pleasure working with a supervisor that can distil ideas and notes. Jim will trim the fat to 
prevent artists from wasting time working in the wrong direction. This simplicity, coupled with Jim’s 

laid back attitude made working with him the stress free experience that artists need to bloom. Not 
only did Jim sail the ship to shore on his first gig as supervisor, but he also made the ride an 
educating and memorable adventure that I would partake in again anytime. "— Matt Desjardins, 
Animator, Singing Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio  

"Jim is an excellent animator and team supervisor. Always efficient bringing to terms the tasks at 
hand. Devoted to his coworkers he takes pride in transmitting them is knowledge. It's really a 
pleasure to work around him, because he's a passionate and has a refreshing personality !!" — Nadja 
Leblanc, Production Coordinator-La guerre des tuques 3D / Snowtime!, Singing Frog Studio inc, 
worked with Jim at Singing Frog Studio  

"I had the pleasure to have Jim Vander Keyl as an animation director on La Guerre des Tuques. 
Jim is an extremely talented animator. As a director, he was able to communicate to us his love 
and passion for animation and he was really present for us at all time. We could always go to his 
desk ask him for help or fresh eyes. Since he's also an animation teacher at iAnimate, he has a 
strong eye for what's working and what's not in a shot so we really took benefit of that to quickly 
get our animations to a higher level. He also was able to keep the characters consistent by guiding 
us through all the steps of our work. I feel like I really learned a lot from him and I'm definitely 
looking forward to work with him again in a near future. For all these reasons, I would recommend 
Jim without a doubt to any animation production. " — Tad Topping, Character Animator, Singing 



Frog Studio, reported to Jim at Singing Frog Studio  

 
"For my first time on a feature film I had the pleasure to work with Jim as my animation supervisor. 
Working on a feature can be a little intimidating, but with Jim no stress not in a millions years. Jim 
his very easy to approach always ready to jump in and help you out and keeping the spirit of is 
animator high and understand the need of is team . His long term experience in animation and has 
teacher at Ianimate give him the ability to have great and precise feedback to bring a scene to the 
next level in no time. Working with him was a real pleasure. Having him in your production would 
be a great decision. " — andre lacroix, Character Animator, singing frog studio, reported to Jim at 
Singing Frog Studio  
 
"Jim and I worked together on the character animation team at Catmandu. While I got to know Jim as 
a colleague, he became my peer mentor. Whenever I needed an eye or a clever addition to my shot, 
Jim was the first I would go to. His excellent advice showed his years of animation experience and 
knowledge of adding that creative edge to each shot set in front of him. His shots always reached the 
highest quality which helped encourage us all to do our best. Jim’s leading by example excelled the 
quality of our team. Having been my first year as a character animator on a feature film, what I had 
learned from his example was priceless. Jim is an invaluable asset to any studio looking to produce 
the finest quality animations." — Jonathan Muller, worked directly with Jim at Catmandu  

 

 

 

"I first worked with Jim in my capacity as a trainer at Sony Pictures Imageworks during his work on 
Stuart Little 2. I noted then that Jim was an inquisitive artist, always seeking to further his mastery of 
his art by asking not only How? but Why as well. Later, at Dreamworks Animation, I had the 
opportunity to work with Jim more directly while on Kung Fu Panda - at the time he was animating a 
complicated set piece I had helped to rig (a rope-and-plank suspension bridge) for a climactic battle 
scene. I remember him being relentless and driven toward his personal goal of creating gripping, 
dynamic shots that would carry the intent and momentum of the sequence forward to its conclusion. I 
enjoyed working with him then and hope to again in the future." — James Cockerham, worked with 
Jim at Dreamworks Animation 

 "Jim and I worked together on IronGiant, and Stuart Little 2. Jim was always an inspiring to work 
with not only because of his skill as an animator/draftsman but, because he always continues his 
pursuit of becoming a better artist." — Sean Springer, worked directly with Jim at Warner Brothers 



Feature Animation 

 "James is an intuitive artist of the highest caliber, with a special sense for the subtle qualifications 
required of the field of animation. Aside from his unique talents in this field, James is a fine artist and 
caricaturist. He has great vision and is very generous with his knowledge. This makes him a great 
teacher and asset, as he has much to offer students and the industry as well. In all, James is one of the 
very few who gives back to the industry for its benefit. Because of this, James has my highest 
recommendation." — Ray Pointer, worked with Jim at Warner Brothers Feature Animation  
 
"Jim Van Der Kyle is an extremely accomplished 2d and 2d animator. He did some really great 2d 
animation on the Iron Giant and 3d on Osmosis Jones and Shark Tale. A good guy and a generous 
artist." — Mark Farquhar, worked directly with Jim at Warner Brothers Feature Animation  
 


